
Finally, returning to the point of the criticism of the work done in the 
CD, namely to be lacking the necessary sense of reality, let me add one 
practical proposal that builds on practical experience: in order to narrow 
down, in the future, the unavo dab le gap between inspec ion exercises and re 
inspections, CW dummies could e hidden at the
for the site management not to disclose their existence and to attempt to 
evacuate them in spite of the site being secured.

site, with the

All in all, apart from many other lessons learned, it can be concluded 
from this first multinational trial challenge inspection that the challenge 
inspection regime envisaged can fully meet the requirements as an important 
verification instrument of the CW convention. It can be handled in such a way 
as to ensure the necessary degree of openness, while taking into account the 
national security interests of the inspected State.
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Mr. HYLTENIUS (Sweden):

convention now seem to be 
They have continued to advance

The negotiations on the chemical weapons 
entering into their final and decisive phase.
under the skilful leadership of Ambassador Batsanov, the chairmen of the 
working groups and the friends of the Chair. 
flexibility and determination is shown by all participants, there is every

efforts will be crowned with success in the course 
The convention would be a historical achievement and make

Provided that the necessary

reason to expect that our 
of the coming year, 
the world a better place both for ourselves and for generations to come.

(continued)
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(Mr. van Wagner. Germany)

The observer in this trial inspection, whose role was assumed by the 
United Kingdom, was accorded a high degree of openness, although, like the 
observer in previous German trial challenge inspections, he was constantly 

In some cases, at the request of the representative of theescorted.
inspection site, he was kept at a safe distance from the inspected sensitive 
object.
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